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introduction 

• So,  originally this lecture was part of a 
series  
– “Changing Images and Conceptions of Being 
Human in Movies, Games and Other Media” 

• Now, though, it’s only about games 

• This is goOd for me! 
– I know an imMense amount about games 
– Not so much about other media... 

• In particular, i know about mMorpgs 



tsw 

• The secret world, funcom, 2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• When i quit in may 2015 i was 50th in 
its high score list (out of ~50,000) 



Sw:tor 

• Star wars: the old republic, bioware, 2011 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• The most expensive game yet made 
– I played 6h/day for 137 days in 2012 



wow 

• world of warcraft, blizzard, 2004 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• I accrued 225 days of /played for this 
– I left when pandas became playable 



eq 

• Everquest, sony online entertainment, 1999 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• I never played everquest... 



dikumud 

• Dikumud, copenhagen university, 1990 



abermud 

• Abermud, alan cox, 1987 



mud 

• Multi-user dungeon, Roy trubshaw & 
richard bartle, 1978 
 

 
 
 
 

 

• Mud wasn’t based on anything 
– This may be why i was invited here today... 

Narrow road between lands. 

You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came. 

To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic 

mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road 

continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage 

opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a 

shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The 

Land. It is raining. 

*w 

Narrow road. 

You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and 

Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies 

on the ground. 

* 



definition 

• Mmos are places where the imaginary 
meets the real 

• To qualify as an mmo, a candidate system 
must satisfy six conditions: 
– 1) it must have underlying, automated physics 

– 2) players control single individuals “in” the virtual 
world, through which they act 

– 3) interaction takes place in real time 

– 4) the world is shared 

– 5) the world is persistent 

– 6) the world is not reality 

 



origins 

• i’m going to spend most of this talk 
explaining why people play mmos 

• This is because playing mmos changes 
people ... Sort of 
– Actually, it’s more that playing mmos stops 
people from nEeding to change 

– Playing an mmo is a search for identity 

• However, If you ask players why they 
play, they will usually give the same 
answer: “to have FUN!” 
– This is Not exactly informative… 



Player types 

• When players discuss what they find fun, 
it’s soon clear that diFferent players 
find difFerent things fun 
– Note: not everyone does play for fun! 

• When i looked at this, i discovered four 
main activities that players found FUN : 
– Achievement within the game context 
– Exploration of the game 
– Socialising with others 
– Imposition upon others 



Type #1 

• Most players regard virtual worlds as being 
basically games 



achievers 

• Players who treat the virtual world as if 
it were a game are called achievers  

• They Give themselves game-oriented goals 
and set out to achieve them 

• Examples: 
– finding treasure 
– Killing monsters 
– Getting points and going up levels 

• Achievers Do not like seeing their 
achievements undermined! 



Type #2 

• Some people just like the thriLl of exploring 
somewhere new 



explorers 

• Explorers try to discover as much as 
they can about the virtual world 

• They Usually Begin with the topology 
– The breadth of the virtual world 

• They Then Move on to the physics 
– The depth of the virtual world 

• They transcend their character 
– they don’t care if it “dies” 

• They Know more about the virtual world 
than any other player type 



Type #3 

• Through their avatars, many Players enjoy 
interacting with each other 



socialisers 

• Socialisers use the game as a context 
to engage with other players 
– The mmo’s goings-on give them something 
to talk about 

• Communication is ultra-important 
– Quite often Role-playing fits in here, but 
not always 

• Socialisers are An obvious expression of 
comMunity 



Type #4 

• A few players enjoy acting on other (usually 
unwilling) players… 



killers 

• Two sorts 
– Those who impose through kindnesS 

– Those who impose through unkindneSs 

• 1st are Busybody, mother hen figures 
– Politicians 
– They Often have a superiority complex 

• 2nd are Vile dregs of humanity 
– Griefers 
– They Often have an inferiority complex 



Interest graph 

• We can plot these behaviours on a graph: 
 
 

 
• everquest         sw:TOR 

 
 
 
 
 
 

• Second life         there 



furthermore 

• The theory says that This distribution of 
FUN applies across aLl mmos 
 
 

• Shadowbane         rift 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• A tale in         puzzle pirates 
   The desert 
 



formally 

• Or, without the intrusive mini-screenshots: 



success 

• I published this theory in 1996 
• It was imMediately taken up by mmo 
designers and is now standard 
– So much so that many new designers can’t 
imagine a time when mmos weren’t designed 
for different types of player 

• Pretty well All mmos written this 
century use player type theory 
– it helps designers articulate their ideas 
– It helps developers make more money 



faults 

• However, the model has three main faults 

1. It doesn’t explain how individual players 
come to change type over time 
– It’s been known for 30 years that they do 

2. It’s silent about why some types have 
two sub-types of player in them 
– Especially The two types of kilLer 

3. It still doesn’t tell us Why people play 
mmos 
– Only what they find FUN 



fixing 

• These faults can be fixed by adding a third 
dimension to the graph 

• This concerns whether what people do is 
considered explicitly or implicitly 
– are their actions Externalised or internalised? 

• I’ll give examples on the next slide, but 
in essence: 
– Acting/interacting is what players do 

– Players/world is what they do it to 
– Implicit/explicit is how they do it 



Implicit/explicit 

• Implicit actions are ones you can do 
without thinking about them 
– Throwing a dart, writing a note to yourself, 
brushing your teeth, driving a car, waving 

• Explicit actions are ones you have to 
plan before/while doing them 
– Catching a bus, Writing a program, buying 
new clothes, making a game, free running 

• with enough practice, most explicit 
actions can and will become implicit 



We go from this 

  



To this 

 
 



Labelling the cubes… 

 
 



achievers 

• Opportunists – implicit achievers 
– See a chance and take it 
– Look around for things to do 
– If there’s an obstacle, do something else 

– Flit about from idea to idea 

• Planners – explicit achievers 
– Set a goal and aim to achieve it 
– Perform actions as part of a larger scheme 
– If there’s an obstacle, work round it 
– Pursue the same idea doggedly 



explorers 

• Scientists – explicit explorers 
– Experiment to form a theory 
– Use theories predictively to test them 
– Methodical acquisition of knowledge 
– Seek to explain phenomena 

• Hackers – implicit explorers 
– Experiment to reveal meaning 
– Intuitive understanding, no need to test 
– go where fancy takes them 
– Seek to discover new phenomena 



socialisers 

• Networkers – explicit socialisers 
– Find people with whom to interact 
– Get to know their fellow players 
– Learn who and what these people know 
– Find out who’s worth hanging out with 

• Friends – implicit socialisers 
– Interact with people they already know well 
– Deep/intimate understanding of them 
– Enjoy their company 
– Accept their little foibles… 



killers 

• Griefers – implicit killers 
– Attack attack attack! 
– very in-your-face 
– Unable to explain why they act as they do 
– Vague Aim is to get a big, bad reputation 

• Politicians – explicit killers 
– Act with forethought and foresight 
– Manipulate people subtly 
– Explain selves in terms of use to the VW 
– Aim is to get a big, gOod reputation 



needy 

• Hey! It’s maslow’s hierarchy of needs! 
 

Self-actualisation 
 

Esteem 
 

Love/belonging 
 

Safety 
 

physiological 



So what? 

• Ok, We now have an 8-types model 
– Sadly, Too many for people to remember... 

• although this can explain the two sub-
types of killer, it still has the other 
two faults outstanding 
– It says nothing about changes in player 
type over time 

– It still doesn’t tell us why people play mmos 

• Let’s consider changes in player type 
first... 



drift 

• It’s Long been known that players 
change playing style over time 
– Since before the player types concept existed! 

• In mud: 
– newbies started by killing one another 
– Then abandoned that and went exploring 

– Moved on to racking up points and rising 
levels - achieving 

– Finished as gnarled old-timers socialising 

• main sequence for player development 



On the 2d graph 

 
 



Development tracks 

• There are 3 other sequences that only 
show on the 3D graph 
– I’ll spare you the diagrams – they’re messy 

• All sequences start off implicit, then go 
explicit, then return to implicit 

• We can combine the sequences to give 
development tracks 
 
 

 

networker 

opportunist 

griefer politician friend 

scientist planner hacker 



General sequence 

• Players start by determining the 
boundaries that govern their actions 

• Next, they string together meaningful 
sequences of primitive actions 

• Then they apPly what they have learned 
• Until eventually they master it and it 
becomes second nature 

• This sounds a bit “so what?”, but it’s the 
key to understanding why people play 
mmos 



Pivot! 

 



myth 

• Joseph campbell, 1949: “The hero with a 
thousand faces” 

• Myths from across the world 
follow the same basic formula 
– The “hero’s journey”, or “monomyth” 

• It’s Rooted in the human psyche 
– From a Universal need to explain the same, 
fundamental concepts of social, worldly 
and other-worldly realities 

• It’s a path to self-understanding 



examples 

• Myths from nigeria, north america, 
australia, phrygia, china, iceland, bali, 
persia, mexico, finland, cambodia, peru, … 

• The epics of gilgamesh, Arthur, vishnu, 
osiris, moses, cuchulainn, buddha, Jason, … 

• the odyssey, Dante’s inferno, the sleeping 
beauty, anna karenina, faust, the frog 
prince, … 

• Oh, and Mmos! 
– Nb: these areN’t mentioned in campbell’s book… 



Deep magic 

• the Hero's Journey isn't just an age-old 
format that leads to exciting stories 
– That’s only at the surface level 

• beneath, it's something more profound: a 
path to self-actualisation 

• By undertaking your Hero's Journey, you 
can become your true self — the hero 
– the you you really are, rather than the you 
people want you to be 

• It’s a search for identity 
– Your identity 



The basic idea 

• The hero’s journey consists of a number of 
steps, taken in order 

• The Only way to become a bona fide hero 
is to complete the hero’s journey 

• In story form, you only experience a 
hero’s journey vicariously 
– You don’t become a hero, Luke skywalker does 

• However, Playing an mmo gives a way that 
an ordinary person can undertake 
a hero’s journey 



outline 

• The basic outline of the H's J is: 
– something is wrong with the world 
– the would-be hero needs a thing to fix it 
– the would-be hero goes to a world of 
danger and excitement to get this thing 

– the would-be hero returns to the mundane 
world with the thing 

– the would-be hero fixes the problem with 
the thing he specifically went to the other 
world to get in order to fix the problem 

– At this point, the would-be hero finally 
becomes an actual, bona fide hero 



phases 

• There are many simplified versions: 
– Vogler’s 12 steps, cousineau’s 8 steps, adams 
leeming’s 8 steps, simplified vogler’s 5 steps 

• Campbell’s full version has 17 steps, 
split into 3 phases: 
– departure – set in the Mundane World 
in which you live your normal life 

– Initiation – set in the Other World 
where you go for your adventure 

– Return – the, er, return to the Mundane 
World from the Other World 



The “other world” 

• The hero’s journey involves: 
– leaving the world of the mundane 

– becoming reborn in an “other world” of 
danger and the unknown 

– returning to the world of the mundane armed 
with new knowledge and experience and A 
renewed sense of self 

• Reality is the “mundane world” 
• The virtual world is the “other 
world” 



Vw departure 

• The caLl to adventure 
– Advert, news site, shelf unit, related game, … 

• Refusal of the call 
– Expense, time, fear of inadequacy, social life, … 

• Supernatural aid 
– A friend who already plays, popular ip, … 

• Crossing of the first threshold 
– Installing the client software, signing up 

• The beLly of the whale 
– Character generation system 



Quick reminder 

• This is the development tracks 
diagram from a few slides ago: 

networker 

opportunist 

griefer politician friend 

scientist planner hacker 



Vw initiation 1 

• The road of trials 
– Player finds their feet 
– OpPortunist/griefer step 

• The meeting with the goDdess 
– Player seeks knowledge 
– Networker/scientist step 

• Woman as the temptreSs 
– Transition from learning to doing 
– Is the player in it for the long haul? 
– (Required to separate two explicit steps) 



Vw initiation 2 

• Atonement with the father 
– Try to succeed on the world’s own terms 

– Achiever/politician step 
– The designer is the “father”! 

• Apotheosis 
– Understand the world, its people, themselves 
– Friend/hacker step 

• The ultimate bOon 
– your manifested self-actualisation  
– which the boon is symbolic of anyway 



Vw return 1 

• Refusal of the return 
– Power, respect, friends – why leave? 

• The magic flight 
– Compelling elder game added? 
– (works better swapped with next step) 

• Rescue from without 
– Parents, workmates, S.O., … 
– your excuse to leave 

• Crossing of the return threshold 
– You Stop playing because you don’t nEed to 
play any more 



Vw return 2 

• Master of the two worlds 
– Your virtual self and your real self are 
one 

– The Virtual world is a place like any other 

• FreEdom to live 
– Players can finally be themselves 

– They’ll keep their accounts indefinitely 

• some mud2 players are still playing after 
25+ years 
– so far! 



The answer at last 

• Why do people play virtual worlds? 
• Because it’s a quest for identity 

• By being someone virtual, They find out 
who they are in reality 

• Whatever they’re doing to pursue that 
aim they regard as FUN 
– Also very compelLing [not addictive] 

• That’s why they play virtual worlds 
• It’s always been why they play them 



Oh yes 

• Mmo design is an ART form 
• Back in 1970s england, people like roy 
trubshaw and i weren’t supposed to go 
to university 
– 1 in 7 of the population did, almost entirely 
middle and upper class 

– (it’s now 1 in 2) 

• Roy is from wolverhampton, he sounds 
like a factory worker 

• I’m from yorkshire, i sound like a 
peasant 



A window 

• However, 1970s society needed enginEers 
– In particular, computer scientists 

• Middle class people didn’t want their 
children to be studying such technical, 
uninteLlectual topics 

• Some progressive universities did see it 
as a Subject Of The Future, though 
– EsSex was such a university 

• Very clever Working class people were 
therefore able to get a place on a 
computer science degree 



Rage! 

• Roy and i raged against this! 
• We were marked because of our 
background, accents, parents, poverty 
– Everything held us down 

• Most other (non-Computing) students 
disparaged us 

• The real world sucked 
• So: we wrote a beTter one 
• What caused you to rise in mud was 
your own ability and strength of 
character (or lack thereof) 



A revelation 

• In the real world, who we were was 
determined by other people 

• We wanted to be ourselves 

• we saw that The same was indeed true 
for everyone 
– No-one was free, everyone was 
imprisoned by society 

– Few had the opportunity to escape 

• We made mud as a way to frEe people, So 
they could be and become themselves 



Why MUD? 

• My dad was a gamer, my mum was a 
storyteLler 

• My dad was a gas fitTer, my mum was 
a school meals coOk 

• We existed on a council estate 
• We lived in our imaginations! 
• In my formative years, i saw misery 
and injustice in the world around me 
– I wanted to make a betTer world 

• So I Did 



conclusion 

• What does all this say about “changing 
conceptions of being human”? 

• It says that through playing mmos, 
people change the way they conceive of 
themselves 

• By pretending to be someone else, they 
discover their own true self 

• mmos aren’t about different interpretations 
of what it means to be human 

• They’re about being the human you are! 
 


